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Sustainability makes business sense  

Brands rating highly on BrandZ
Sustainability Index grew brand value by
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For the world's largest 
companies, "nearly 100%" 
of CEOs believe 
Sustainability is critical to 
their companies' future 
success.

UN Global Compact - ACCENTURE
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Source: Kantar Global Sustainability Sector Index2021
Q82. To what extent do you agree with the following statements? (Top 2 Box Strongly agree/agree)
Total N=1019

Consumers in Greece, are 
engaging with sustainability

pay lot of attention to 
environmental and societal 
issues in the news 59%
have stopped buying certain 
products/services because 
of their impact on the 
environment or society

50%
believe buying sustainable 
products is a demonstration 
of who they are43%
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Businesses and brands need to, and are expected to, take leadership. 
And people are willing to step up...

I feel that I can make a difference to the world around 
me through the choices I make and the actions I take

I have stopped buying certain products/services because of their impact on the 
environment or society

of consumers feel like sustainability isn’t their 
responsibility…it’s up to businesses/producers

…but they are ready to do 
their bit to make a difference

People expect businesses 
and brands to take the lead

60%

63%

50%

Source: Kantar Global Sustainability Sector Index2021
Q82. To what extent do you agree with the following statements? (Top 2 Box Strongly agree/agree)
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It is important for brands to speak 
to consumers about these topics 
creatively - and brands have been 
doing this more

6% of ads in 
2021 contained a 

social and/or 
environmental 

message

Source: Kantar Link Ad testing database
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Yet people doubt brands’ 
intentions

Advertising regulators have been pulling 
ads due to environmental overclaims

Are sceptical that brands do it
for commercial reasons71%
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Source: Kantar Global Sustainability Sector Index2021
Q82. To what extent do you agree with the following statements? (Top 2 Box Strongly agree/agree)
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Getting the sustainable 
messaging right 
is difficult

Source: Kantar Link Database

Simply talking about brand 
purpose and sustainability 
doesn’t equal success

With 'Purpose'
AND fitting 
with brand

Weak fitting

Brand ‘Power Contribution’

79% 27%
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The challenge for brand 
advertising is clear

People want to take 
action, but they don’t 
see it as their job to lead

People are worried – many 
see this as the biggest 
challenge we face

People are cynical about 
brands jumping on 
the bandwagon
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Source: Kantar Link Database – average percentile difference for ads with social/environmental messages vs. ads without such messaging

Ads with social or environmental messages can evoke strong emotions

INSPIRED AFFECTIONATE GUILTY SAD

+26 +21 +19 +18 +17

Ads with social/environmental 
messaging make people feel …but also

PROUD
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Top performing ads with sustainable or social messaging 
have a more emotionally positive and uplifting tone

Smiles Joy Valence Sadness Downturned
mouth

Brow furrow Confusion

Top performers elicit 
more positive emotions

⁻ Valence (overall 
emotional positivity)

⁻ Smiles
⁻ Joy

Bottom performers more 
likely to be above average on

⁻ Sadness
⁻ Downturned mouth
⁻ Brow furrow
⁻ Confusion

Facial responses to 
sustainability/social 
messaging ads

Bottom performers

Top performers
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Base:  295 ads – Top & Bottom 25% of ads with environmental/social messages, based on overall effectiveness on Kantar Link projects 

Both top and bottom performers evoke feelings of guilt…

Average percentile

39

64

43

56

80 78 76
84

Annoyed Guilty Inadequate Sad

Bottom performers

Top performers

-41 -14 -33 -28Difference
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Base:  295 ads – Top & Bottom 25% of ads with environmental/social messages, based on overall effectiveness on Kantar Link projects 

…but top performers are better at leaving people feeling confident, 
inspired, despite the difficult issues they tackle

Average percentile

86
82

91 91

31 28

42

55

Confident Excited Inspired Proud

Bottom performers

Top performers

+55 +54 +49 +36Difference
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Beware guilt!

A character is ridiculed for ‘poor’ behaviour, leading to disgust and negativity

Berating people can lead to rejection…

Disgust

Brow furrow

Character B scolds character 
A for that behaviour

Character A engages in behaviour that 
is not environmentally friendly
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Humour and a positive behavioural suggestion 
can lead to much higher engagement and educate

Poor behaviour is treated with humour and a more positive 
behaviour is suggested – leading to engagement

Character A suggest a solution 
to changing the behaviour in a 
light-hearted manner

Character A scolds character B 
for engaging in environmentally 
unfriendly behaviour

Disgust

Smile
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Test your ads or risk getting it wrong
5 Tips to get sustainability right in advertising

Be authentic Understand your 
audience

Be constructive Get emotion right Be relatable
) 
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To define the social and 
environmental issues that are 
relevant to their sector

As first step, we help our 
clients prioritise where to play

Kantar’s specialized  Sustainable Transformation 
Practice and Framework of Approach
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Thank You
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